TERM 3
Thursday 9th August

9:15  Registration\Tea & Coffee
9:30  Welcome\Introduction

ICON Update
Rita Fitzgerald, ICON Coach
Tom Wursthorn (zScaler)

10:30  Morning Tea
11:00  Australian Curriculum - Overview and exploration of general capabilities relating to ICT.

Blogging Revisited

Blogging is a powerful vehicle in the classroom to connect with the other learners in a global world. This session will cover blogging concepts and considerations for the classroom and will be in the form of an actual presentation that was used for a Professional Learning Team meeting. The concepts covered will have something to offer those starting out in blogging as well those who have blogging experience.

The session will involve the launching of the East Central ICT Blog which will be a place for professional reflection around the topics and ideas within our network.

The session will conclude with an opportunity for us, as a network, to support each other at our points of need for working with blogs back in our schools.

1:00  Lunch
1.45  Question and Answer, sharing of ICT experiences around the network

The success of this session relies on people being prepared to share their successes and challenges in using technology within the classroom. Please come with your thoughts and questions!! Our evaluations indicate that this is important part of network meeting, so let’s make the most of the time we have together by tapping into the collective wisdom of East Central!!

Evaluation

3.00  Conclude

Venue:
Host: Aimee Pell
Good Shepherd Parish School
30 Academy Avenue
Wheelers Hill VIC 3150
Ph. 9562 0229

R.S.V.P.  SIGN UP via IPLS: Code 12ERO367C; Registrations close Mon 6th Aug.
(TIP: search for the Professional learning activity by date)